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This paper deals with the optimization of CP utilization in a CP-Terminal system with exponential 
job sizes and exponential think times. It is shown that if preemptions of the resume type are 
allowed, the best static priority rule is to give priority to the fastest thinker and is independent 
of the expected job size. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the closed queuing network consisting of a central processor (C’P) and 
N terminals, T1, T2,. . . , TN, as shown in Figure 1. 
The system operates as follows. Each of the terminals produces jobs for the CP. 
After having produced a request he terminal ‘goes to sleep’ until the CP has serviced 
it. Then the terminal starts to ‘think’ about a next job. The think times of terminal 
‘;rl, are exponentially distributed with mean l/hi and its job sizes are exponential 
with mean l/pi. All think times and job sizes are independent and not known in 
advance. 
If there is more than 1 job at the CP then it has to be decided which job to serve. 
Preemptions are allowed and are assumed to be of the resume type. So at the CP 
one has to decide after each arrival or departure of a job which job to serve next. 
The problem considered in this paper is: which service order maximizes the CP 
utilization. Clearly, the larger the CP utilization the more work is done, though not 
necessarily for each individual terminal. So we are dealing with social optimization 
rather than individual optimization. In a previous paper [I] the case of equal think 
times for the terminals (i.e. Ai = h for all i) was treated. It turns out that in that 
case the utilization of the CP is not influenced at all by the order in which the jobs 
are served. Here it will be shown that if the think times are different, CP utilization 
is maximized by giving priority to the jobs of the faster thinking terminals. 
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Fig. 1. 
The problem is attacked as follows. First observe that the expected duration of 
the Cl% idle periods is independent of the scheduling (idle periods are exponentially 
distributed with mean 1 /(A I + A2 + l l l + AN). So it suffices to concentrate on the 
busy period of the CP. Therefore the problem of maximizing CP utilization will be 
rcftrrmulated as a (semi-)Markov decision process concerning the maximization of 
the cxpectcd busv period duration. The notation and much of the arguments used _ 
in the proofs stem from this area. 
Since all service and think times are exponential it is sufficient to observe and 
control the +ystern at epochs upon which the state of the system changes. This leads 
II\ to a \cmi-Markov decision process with decisions at the arrival and departure 
in\t:trit\. 
I‘hc state space of the system is the set S of all nonempty subsets of { 1,2,. . . , N}, 
ix. \t;rtc A c S corresponds to the situation that the terminals Ti with i E A have 
delivered a job to the CP and are asleep now, whereas the terminals T with i @ A 
art’ thinking. (In order to study the busy period it suffices to consider the nonempty 
‘rubsets: leaving S. or reaching (4, means the end of the busy period.) 
A strategy f is a function on S such that f(A) E A is the index of the terminal to 
bc Itcrved in state A. In this paper not all strategies will be considered. We will 
restrict the attention to the subset of strategies which correspond to an ordering of 
the t~rmimtls. Such a so-called ordering strategy is characterized by a permutation 
z of the numbers I ’ . _. . . . . N (notation: n = ( ?r( 1). z(2), . . . . n(N))). The interpre- 
t:ltic.pn is ;as follows: the torntinal with highest priority is T7(, ,, the next highest 
pricbrit> i\ for I‘,, L _ etc. So according to TT the job to be served in state A is ?r(k) 
if k = min{l\ n( f li E A) f by job ! we mean the job from T,). In the sequel the ordering 
will bc identified hv the corresponding permutation. The set of all permutations of M 
I . * . , e h’ is dcnotcd by I/. 
hall> dcfinc ~4 A, A as the expected remaining busy period duration if the 
%\%tceill I\ now in stat< .A and ordering z is used. The function t’( a, TT) satisfies. for 
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all A E S, 
+ C hju(Au{ j}, r 9 
jffA 1 
(1) 
where r(A) denotes the job to be served in state A according to ;TT. 
In this paper the following result will be shown. 
Main Theorem. Let n* = (i,, i2, . . . , iN) be the (an) ordering with A;! 2: A,, L l a - 2 A,,. _ 
then, for all A E S, 
The rem:tinder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the simplest case 
N = 2 is considered. It turns out that if Ai, 2 Ai, then the ordering ( i,, L) is ol~imal 
irrespective of the expected job sizes, thus suggesting the Main Theorem. In Section 
3 a policy iteration type of argument is used to prove the Main Theorem for arbitrary 
N. The proofs of two lemma’s are given in appendices. 
2. The case N = 2 
Let us first consider the simplest version of the problem: the case Iv = 2. For 
N = 2 the only state where a decision has to be taken is the state { 1,2}. So there 
are only two scheduling strategies, both corresponding to an ordering. (Note that 
for N > 2 it is no longer true that any scheduling strategy is an ordering.) For the 
ordering q = ( 1,2) the following recursive relations hold (cf. ( 1)). 
/ 
’ ~t{i), 7T,j =---- [l +A4{1,2}, TT,)], 
I-h+& - 
( We, m) =-&-[l+A*‘:({1.?~.7r,], 
I * 
1 
\ 
c({ 1,2}, 77-J =--Jl+/..qu(I21, 7Ti)l. 
Similarly one has, for the ordering TT,’ = (2, i ). 
’ z:({2)-, m) = __I_ 
k-t Al 
[l +A,u((l, 2}, T?)], 
(2) 
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Solving the systems (2) and (3) yields 
1 1 A, 
C({1,2}, ~,)=-+-+--, 
1 1 A2 
v({l. 2}, 7r,) =-+-+--- 
PI P2 PIP2 PI P2 w2' 
From this it is easily seen that if Al > A2 then ordering q is better, i.e. for all A, 
v(A, nl I> v(A, ~2). 
And if A I = A, then, for all A, 
~04, nl) = v(A, T,). 
These results are irrespective of the job size parameters ccl and pZ. So for N = 2 
the Main Theorem holds. 
3. The general case 
In the previous section the Main Theorem has been established for the case N = 2. 
In this section the case of arbitrary N will be treated. 
The proof is based on the following result: 
Theorem 1. Let n I ard q be the two rleighbouring orderings 
q=(1,2...., k-lk,k+l,k+2 ,..., N) 
and 
?2,=11.2_..., k-Lk+l,k,k+2 ,..., N) 
For notAona1 convenience the theorem has been formulated for the orderings 
q iin d f;? but it \vill be clear hol\v to extend the result to the case of any two 
neighbwring ordering\ ( j,. . . a . jk. jL + , . . . . . j,v ) and ( j,, . . . , jk + , . jk, . . . . j,% ). 
From Theorem 1 it follows that an ordering can be improved by repeatedly 
interchanging the priorities of two ‘neighbouring terminals’ until finally th-: ordering 
3” of ther Main Theorem is obtained. So, once Theorem 1 is proved the Main 
Thr~c~rcrn haa hwn chtahlishcd as well. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given via a sequence of lemmas. Rougi~ly it runs 
;I% folltw\. For the states A with j c A for j = 1, . . . , k - 1 and k E A and k + 1 E A 
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we compare for ;TT~ and 7~~ the time until both terminals Tk and Tk+, are thinking 
again. It will be shown that this expected time for n2 is larger than [equal to] the 
one for g1 if hk++ hk [&+I = hk], and that at this time the state under r2 is 
stochastically at least as attractive (from the point of maximizing remaining busy 
period duration) as the one for 7~~. Then the proof follows frofiq a rather technical 
lemma from the area of Markov decision processes. 
We will start by giving this lemma but therefore first some notation has to be given. 
Let SI be the set of states containing at least one of the elements k and k + I 
and S2 the set of states containing neither k nor k + 1, so S2 = S\S,. 
Now define the stopping time T for the process as follows: 
(i) if the initial state of the system lies in S, then r is the time of the first exit 
from SI, 
(ii) if the initial state lies in S, then r is the time of the first state change. 
Note that the stopping time 7 depends on the initial state A and the ordering 7~ 
(notation r( A, nj). Clearly T(A, q) and T(A, 7~~) are identical for all A E &, but 
for A E S, the distribution functions of T(A, q 1 and T( A, 7~) may differ. Further 
define r,(A, n) as the expected value of T(A, n) and p,(A, B, -PP) as the probability 
that if the system is in state A at time 0 and ordering n is used, the system will be 
in state B at time T(A, n). 
Clearly we have 
(i.e. using 7r until time r and again thereafter is the same as using YT forcvcr 1. 
Now the lemma can be given: 
Lemma 1 (see Wessels [2, Theorem 1. I 1). Let ;7f ad 7~’ be ttrw orderirtgs. If fw. 1111 
A E S, 
u( A, n’) 2 tq A, n). (71 
So, if (6) holds and there is strict inequality for at least one state, then the ordt.v-inp 
7~’ is strictly better than 7~. 
Combining (5) and Lemm;i 1 yields 
Theorem 2. Let IT, ard 7~~ be the two orderirlgt of Theorerzr I . I? 
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atad 
then 
v(A, m)> u(A, n,) forallA. (10) 
Moreover, if for some state A the inequality in (8) (or (9)) is strict then the inequality 
in ( 10) is strict for all A. And if (8) and (9) hold with equality for all A, then so 
does ( 10). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that if hk+ l > hk then (8) and 
(9) hold with strict inequality for at least one state, and that if hk+l = hk then (8). 
(9) and hence ( IO) hold with equality for all A. Then Theorem 1 immediately 
foiiows from Theorem 2. 
As remarked before. r(A, 7~~) and T(A, m) are identical on S,- so (8) and (9) 
hold with equality for all A E S2. Therefore let us focus on S,. 
The argument is based on the following lemma. The rather complicated proof is 
postponed to Appendix A. 
lEnsma 2. Let J.;,A.nr be the distribution function of T( A, VT), i.e. 
Then. for all A c S,, 
(ij if A~, , :B hk thert F,,,.,.,,,(t) > F,,,.,,,,,(t) for all t 2 0, 
(ii) if Al, + I = Al: then F,c,.I_,,,( t) = F,,,_,,,(t) for all t 2 0. 
So, if AL+ I> Ak then ?(A, vz) is stochastically larger than T(A, T,), artd if Ak+l = Ak 
then they are stochastically equal. 
So for hktl = AL the random variables 7( A, T,) and T(A, 7rz) are identically 
distributed for all A E S. Hence (S), (9) and (10) hold with equality for all A E S, 
which proves Theorem 1 (ii). 
From now on we can concentrate on the case AL+, > AL. Lemma 2(i) yields 
if Akl, :> AL then r,(A, n) > r,( A, T,) for all A E S,. (11) 
This result follows immediately from the following standard lemma by substitution 
of h(r)=r. 
Lemma 3. Let h be a nondecreasing [increasing] function on [0, W) and let F and 
C; be two distribution furnctions on [O, IX) sutisfyirtg F(t) < G(t) for all t :,(I, then 
I 
I 
i 
-x 
h(t)dF(t)=-- [>] h(r) dG(t). 
0 (1 
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It remains to establish inequality (9). Let A be an initial state in S, and let t, hc 
the realization of the remaining think time of terminal T,. j = k + 2, . . . , Iv, j s;’ A ::t 
time 0. Define 
B,:=(j(Z{k+2,. . . , N}IjEAorj~.4andf~~t}. 
So S, is the set of terminals within (k + 2, . . . , IV} *hat have a job at th2 CP at time 
t if f G 7. Clearly B, is nondecreasing in t. For these fixed realizations ti we have 
now (9) is obtained from Lemma 3 if it can be shown that u( B,, q) is nondecreaGng 
in t. Since B, is nondecreasing in t this follows immediately from 
Lemma 4. Let TT be any ordering and let A and B be two states with A t B therl 
v(A, T) s u(B, IT). 
The proof of this intuitively appealing result, the more jobs at the CP the longer 
the remaining busy period, will be given in Appendix B. 
Thus (9) holds for all A E S,. From (11) we have seen that (8) holds with strict 
inequality for all A E S1. Further as argued before both (8) and (9) hold with equality 
for all A E S1. Since ail states in S communicate, i.e. can be reached from each other 
with positive probability hefore the end of the busy period, this implies, that if 
h h+1 > hk then (10) holds with strict inequality for all A E S. Thus the proof of 
Theorem 1 (i) is complete. As we have seen before this also establishes the Main 
Theorem. 
4. Conclusion 
In the exponential CP-terminal system CP utilization is maximized within the set 
of orderings by the one which always serves the job of the fastest thinking terminal 
now asleep. It remains to be shown whether this ordering is also optimal within the 
set of all scheduling strategies. Tedious computations have shown that also for N = 3 
an ordering is optimal. So we conjecture it is for all N. 
Usually one is inclined to serve small jobs first in order to avoid unnecessary 
waiting. If the faster thinkers produce the smaller jobs then there is no problem 
but if the slower thinkers produce the smaller jobs then there is a difficulty. Either 
the small jobs have to wait relatively long or the utilization of the CP decreases. 
In this respect the question can be raised how seriously the ordering influences the 
utilization. 0ne slow thinker producing small jobs will not have much influence on 
the utilization but what happens if there are quite a few of them? 
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2 
Let us start with the case hk+ 1 > Ak. 
The following three sets of states will play a role in the proof. 
&:=(AESljgA,j=l,..., k-l,kEA,k+MA}, 
S k+,:=(AESIj~A,j=l,...,k-l,ktiA,k+lEA}. 
S kk+l :={AEs)j@A,j=l,..., k-l,kEA,k+lEA}, 
Clearly on each of the three sets Sk, Sk+l and Skk+, the random variables u(A, q), 
f = 1, 2, are constant, i.e. independent of whether the terminals &t2,. . . , ‘&I are 
thinking or asleep. These random variables are denoted by r( k, TT[), T( k + 1, n,) 
and T( k, k + 1, q), and their distribution functions by Fk,T,, Fk+,,n, and Fk.k+L.r,, 
I = 1, 2, respectively. 
Note that in all states, except for the states in Skk+ 1, the behaviour of 7q and 7~ 
is the sane. In the proof first Fk,k+lqlr, and Fk,k+ I,rr2 are compared. The argument 
for initial states A outside S kk+ I then easily follows. The proof is seriously compli- 
cated by the fact that the servicing of k and k + 1 can be interrupted by an arrival 
of a higher priority job, i.e. a job from one of the terminals TI, . . . , Tk_ I. Such 
interrupts are generated at a rate h = h l +. l l i- Ak + By ignoring which terminal 
gcncrates the interrupt, interrupts can be regarded as ‘standard’ busy periods of 
jobs from T, . . . . , Tk _ I. This busy period is denoted by the random variable p with 
distribution function F. and is independent of whether 7rl or 7~ is used. 
1 et us consijer 7q first. On 5 kk+l job k (the one from Tk) is serviced until one 
of two things happens 
(i) Job k completes service. Then the system moves to S,,, , and job k + 1 is 
scrviccd next. 
(ii) An interrupt of one of the higher priority terminals T,, . . . , Tk , arrives. 
Then their bu+Iy period is serviced. At the end of this busy period the service of k 
is resumed. 
On Sk+ I job k + I is serviced until one of three things happens: 
(i) Job k + 1 completes service. Then time 7 has arrived. 
f ii) Tk produces a job. Then the system is back in Skk+ , . 
(iii) A higher priority job arrives. Then this busy period is serviced. At the end 
of it there are two possibilities. Either T,, has produced a job, then the system 
move\ to Sir + , , or T,, has not produced a job and the system returns to Sk+ 1. 
So when starting in S kk+ 1 and using q the system cannot reach Sk before T. . 
By embedding the process on the sets S;. + , and Skc+ I the following equations for 
the distrq~Wbn fl!nctions Fk , , .51i and Fkvk+ ,.n, are obtained 
J;;.k * 1.7, (x)=Prob(T(k, k-r-1, n,ja) 
J 
T 
(A +& p+w $ A z -Prob(/3+~(,k, k.+l. x,Wx-y) fl A-+/& 
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h +pk+, + hk) e-(h+pktl+hk)Y 
A 
X Qb-y)+ 
Pkt1 . * 
h+pk+l+hk A+Pk+,+hk 
+ 
Ak 
h+pk+l+hk 
Prob(T(k, k+l, q)sx--y) (A3 
In (A2), Q(t) denotes the probability that the remaining ‘life time’ of 7 is at most 
t at the arrival time of a higher priority busy period while servicing a job from Tk+I. 
So O(r) satisfies 
I 
t 
Q(t)= {e -‘hkl’Prob(~(k+l, T&W--U) 
0 
Now define 
I 
t 
Gk(t) = e-‘~” dF,(u) 
0 
and 
Hk(t) = I t (1 -e-^A”) dF,(u). 0 
Then (A3) can be rewritten as 
I 
t 
Q(t) = Prob(Mk+ 1, VT,)~ t-u) dGk(U) 
0 
I 
I 
+ ProbMk,k+-l,rr,)~t--u)dH,(u). 
0 
(A3) 
LW 
(AS) 
(A6) 
Equations (Al) and (A2), with (A6) substituted into it, can be combined via 
Laplace-Stieltjes transforrik. Denoting the transform of a function F(x) by F*(w), 
i.e. 
F*(w) = e-w+ dF(x), 
we arrive at 
F;.k+ I,*,( :v) = 
1 
A+&+W 
[hFz( Pi’)F~.k+],~,(M’)+CLkF~.tI.rrl( w)l iA7) 
and 
F;+, .,,t w) = 
1 
A+ll~k+,+&+W 
[kFZ+*Jr, (w)G~(w)+AF~,,+,,,,(w)H~(w) 
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Solving (A7) and (A8) for Ff_k+l.n,( w) yields 
~(A+pk+~--hF~(~))-pk(AH~(w)+Ak)]-’. W) 
This completes for the moment the analysis for nl. Now let us continue with the 
ordering ?r2. 
When zr2 is used and the system starts in S kk+l it can only reach Sk but never 
Sk. 1 hefox 7. In Sk, and during the busy periods of T,, . . . , Tk_. I jobs interrupting 
the service of job Rc, terminal T L+, generates a new job at a rate Ak+l. To see what 
the effect is of T h_, I thinking faster than TL (rate Ak+l instead of hk) we consider 
the following m(~ dification of the process. A job produced by Tk+l is accepted with 
probability Ak / A k + , only. If a job is refused then T k+, starts to think about another 
job. This seduces the effective think rate of T k+I to Ak. These job refusals clearly 
shorten the time until for the first time both Tk and Tk+l are thinking again, the 
+&qqGq time 7. To clec this, think of the processing of job k and the T,. . . . , Tkel 
hl~sy period:, interrupting job k as the ‘normal’ process and of the Tk+,-jobs as 
interrupts having as duration the time to move from Skk+l to Sk. 
9-w I!:C mtadifcd process (with T k+I prOdUCing jobs at a rate hk instead of hk+ I) 
the time until boFh Tk and T I, i 1 are thinking again is denoted by U( k, m) and 
4 k. k f 1, ~~1 when the process starts on Sk and S hr, + , respectively and 7~ is used. 
(So u is actually the stopping time T but now for the modified process.) The 
corrc\ponding distribution functions will be denoted by &,, and &r,+, .“. 
From the rcaqing above it will he clear that I,_, > F~_(s) for all x > 0 and 
Gncc t trc time to reach SI, from & + , has not been changed by the modification also 
1%~ ncut ~;tc‘p in xhe proof consists of showing that &lr+l.&-) = Fk,k, 1.,,(~) for all 
,r :’ 0. 
Sim? .A? ;t\ in the case of 7tl one derives 
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with 
R(t)= 
I 
f {e-Akll Prob(rr(k,n2)<t-u) 
0 
+(I--fAku )Prob(a(k,k+l~~)=‘-f-u)}dF&~) 
I 
I 
= Prob(a(k,n2)st--u)d&(u) 
0 
I 
I 
+ Prob(c(k, k+l, ~z)~~f-u)dH&). 
0 
Transforming (A 11) yields 
Substituting (Al 3) into (A12) and then transforming gives 
+ pk+ I + h&F:.& + I .,,( w)l- 
Now solving (AM) and (Al 5) for &k + 1 .,,( w) results in 
-/.Lk.+,(hH$( Wj+ hk j] ‘. 
Finally it easily follows with Gz( W) + Hz! w) = I$( w) (cf. (Ail), (AS)) that the right 
hand sides in (A9) and (A 16) are identical. Hence F&,&+ 1 _ (x) = F&-k+, _( x b for ah 
x 2 0, and with (A 10) also F&,&+ 1 .n, (x) > Fkak+, ,,,( x) for all x > 0. This proves Lemma 
2(i) for all initial states A E Skk+ ,. But then Lemma 2(i) has to hold for all initial 
states A, since until S&k+, is reached or T, whatever first, the prescribed behaviour 
of q and 7~ is identical and if S i ki, l is reached, which happens with positive 
probability within any however small amount of time, then from that time onwards 
3;1 is strictly better. 
The proof for the case A ,, + , = AA is simplr now. The modification step t the reduction 
of AL, , to Ak j is void now, so &k.+ ,.57, = Fk,k + ,.7., and hence, comparing again (AC) 1 
and (AM), also Fk,k+,.71 = FL.,,+l.,,. Tile arguaent for the initial states outside Sk,, I 
is similar as in the case A,,+ 1:> AL. 
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 4 
Assume ,4 c R. We will derive a set of recursive rektions between the ditierences 
d(D, C) := t‘( D, nj - c(C, 7~) for any two state5 C and D with Cc D. Ultimatelv 
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the monotonicity of u will follow from the nonnegativity of the function d on the 
set V := {( D, Cl 1 C, DE S, Cc D}. Let us denote by n(C) the index of the terminal 
to be served in state C. 
Ttio cases have to be distinguished, namely (i) n(D) rf C and (ii) T(D) E C. 
Case (i). n(D)& C. Then (cf. (1)) 
so, 
d(D, Cl = u(D, n)-- dC, TTT) 
1 
:> 
POW,+&,> A, 
~,(n,(rW\{~(D)t, r)- rAC_ n)) 
+ c hj(v(Du{j],, nj- c(C’, 7)) 
IFD I 
CUSP (ii). n( D)E C. Observe that, since 7r is an ordering, n(C) = r(D). Thus 
we haw 
Further, as one easily verifies, (Bl ,l is equivalent to 
+ C h,v(Du{j), rj+ 1 hp(D,d . 034) 
ICD jc D\C’ 1 
Suhstracting ( I331 from (B4) yields 
+ x A,d(Dil{j), Cue+ z: h,d(D, C-u(i)) 1 . FD ,t- u\c tB5) 
On the set V a transient Markov chain can be introduced. The transition probabilities 
for the chain follow from (B2) for case (i) and (B5) for case (ii) pairs. For instance, 
if I;( III P c‘ then 
~((0 Cl. (D\{T(D)}, c-1) =---‘;(ZUJ 
T( ISLl hi’ 
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Since if V is left tine arrives in (E, 0) with E c { 1,2, . . . , IV} and clearly d( E, (3) 2 0, 
we have by (B2) and (B-5) using the functon d on V as column-vector 
where P is the transition matrix on V. Iterating this we get d 2 P”d for all n and 
with P” +O this yields d ~0. Hence for any two sets A, BE S with A c B one has 
u(A, 7~) < u(B, T), which completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
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